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and problems 
A stage theory approach 
Kenneth L. Kraemer and John Leslie King 
Computing policies have been considered a major mechanism for 
reducing and preventing emergence of problems in computmg opera- 
tions. The rationale, based largely on the experience of mdustnal 
management, is that policy is the pnmary means of executive leadership 
to gain and maintam effective and efficient control of operations. This 
perspective assumes that alteration of management pohcy and the local 
computmg environment will reduce problems and improve computmg 
operations by increasing resource base, political and social support for 
computmg, technical efficiency, chent responsiveness, and user mter- 
action and participation in computing provision. 
The data presented here are from an international comparative study 
of computing operations and impacts m 40 US cities (called the URBIS 
cities) and 16 cities m nine other developed nations, called the Orgamsa- 
tion for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) cities.’ 
Earlier analysis of URBIS data has shown that problems with computmg 
are ubiquitous among the computer-using organizations tudied, but also 
that there is substantial variance among the cities studied m types and 
levels of problems experienced.’ However, earlier research concentrated 
on identifying relationships between computmg policies and impacts, so 
the true extent to which computmg policies affect problems has been 
unknown. 
Moreover, there is reason to expect that environmental factors might 
influence the level of problems a computer-usmg organization suffers. 
The city environment can be expected to affect computmg problems 
because computing, like other city government activities, is affected by 
socioeconomic and pohtical characteristics that are critical features of city 
environment. For example, larger cities that adopted computing early 
might be expected to have low levels of problems because they have more 
fully adopted the technology and worked out the early problems of 
adaptation Similarly, political conditions that bnng about large, 
centrahzed or even regional centres providing computmg to large 
numbers of users might result m fewer resource and capacity problems 
due to economies of scale. 
Methodology 
The analytical framework of this study is shown m Figure 1. A distinction 
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can be made between the extra-organizattonal ctty envtronment, made 
up of factors that are seldom under local government control (eg cny 
population or growth rates), and the intra-organizational envuonment of 
the local government itself. Within the local government that uses 
computing, there are three major components: computing environment, 
computing management policy, and outcomes. 
Policies take three forms: technological development, structural 
arrangements, and sociotechnical interface. Outcomes of computmg 
include both beneficial impacts and problems. This article concentrates 
on computmg problems, so beneficial impacts are not discussed.3 The 
problems of computing generally remain within local government itself, 
although sometimes problems are created for citizens in the community 
as well. These components of the computing milieu of local government 
feedback into one another to create a dynamic cycle of development. The 
measures making up these variables in the URBIS and OECD studies are 
presented in Appendix A. 
CUy envwonment 
The city environment is likely to affect problems with the technology. 
Some cities might be required, as a matter of state or central government, 
to participate in shared computing arrangements among all cities withm a 
region, whereas others might be free to choose shared, local or both 
arrangements. Some cities, because of their small size and limited 
expertise, might have to loin with a larger government or a shared centre 
to obtain computing services. Other cities might have to adopt multiple 
independent computing installations because their size, complexity, 
multtplicrty of functions, and historical political-administrative 
fragmentation do not permit any other means of obtaining computing 
services. Thus, city environmental factors sometimes determine how a 
ctty shall obtain computing services regardless of what pohttcians, 
managers or users might want. 
In these instances, therefore, electronic data processing (EDP) 
problems can be said to be determined by the city environment and 
uncontrollable by either management policy or the shape of the com- 
puting envtronment. Envuonmental factors which might affect EDP 
problems include the size of the community, its social complexity and ns 
growth, as well as national and regional governmental policies regarding 
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computmg arrangements or service requirements. Variables used here 
are limited to city size (population) and city wealth (size of government 
budget). 
Computing environment 
The computmg environment is the technical and professional infra- 
structure that provides the necessary foundation for computing in the 
city The major vanables here are size of the computing operation 
measured as EDP staff size; level of staff development (percentage of 
programmers/analysts compared to other computing staff); the city’s 
length of experience with computing; and the extensiveness of com- 
puting’s apphcation. 
Management polrcres 
Problems with computmg are sometimes viewed as highly dependent 
upon the state of technological development in the organization.4 The 
most common approach of technical experts is to pursue a technological 
fix. Thus problems with computing are often approached by advocatmg 
the further development of the technology A common claim is that ‘the 
pay-offs are just around the comer’. Once computer technology is 
developed to its full capacity, the benefits of the technology will be 
realized to their greatest extent and the problems attendant to the 
technology will be minimized. Thus local governments must keep up with 
the state-of-the-art and maintain a highly sophisticated computing 
capability. Variables tapping this sophistication include the number of 
termmals used, the extent of online capability, the degree of data h&age 
among data files (a measure of integration), and the degree of report 
sophistication. 
Another perspective suggests that problems with the technology are 
dependent on the structural arrangements which govern its t~se.~ 
Reorganization is therefore a basic response to problems with the use of 
technology. Common structural remedies are the centralization or 
decentralization of computing, a change m the recipients of data proces- 
sing reports, or the creation of interdepartmental pohcy boards to govern 
computing This perspective assumes that problems with technology 
largely stem from organizational arrangements affecting the locus of 
control over computing resources. Reorgamzation might then create 
better conditions for managing the technology and thus for mmimizmg 
problems. Variables include the centralization of facihties (eg single v 
multiple installations), decentralization of control over computing 
priorities, and presence of a policy board for computmg management. 
Another factor which might shape computmg problems is the way in 
which technology has been integrated into the organization. It has been 
suggested that the successful implementation of computmg might be 
contingent on how the users interface with the technology. For example, 
to what extent are they provided with orientation and training for 
computer use and development? Are they skilled enough to utilize the 
technology? This perspective suggests that computmg problems might 
best be addressed by training or changing the way in which users interface 
with the technology. But computing problems also might be addressed by 
changing the way in which data processing staffs interact with the users. 
Analysts and programmers might be employed by the user departments, 
or they might be employed by the computing installation but assigned to 
specific user departments. EDP staff might be sensitized to the impacts 
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and problems which changes in computing arrangements can create for 
users and to the potential conflicts between their commitment o profes- 
sionalism and to client service. Thus, computing can be integrated into 
the organization by changing the attitudes, behaviour and interactions of 
the providers as well as users of data processmg services. Vanables 
Include the extent to which city management personnel are involved m 
computing management, he extent of user involvement m system design, 
and the orientation of individuals at dtfferent management levels to 
computing. 
Computing problems 
Computing problems refer primarily to problems with computmg 
experienced by users and managers that rely on the technology. There are 
seven kinds of problems measured in the study. 
Stuff problems concern difficulties in the EDP staff-user interface, 
focusing on inadequacies of the data processing staff rather than of users, 
and involving poor commumcation, insensitivity to users, and ‘profes- 
stonal’ rather than ‘client service’ values. Staff problems are viewed as a 
failure of data processing managers and staff in dealing with their mter- 
personal and professional relationships. 
Technical problems concern unreliability of computer hardware, soft- 
ware and services in day-today, routine operational performance of 
computmg. Technical problems are viewed as a failure of EDP managers 
and staff in the management and operation of their own internal 
operations. 
Responsrveness problems concern the flexibility of data processing 
services and systems for handling requests for special information, service 
or modifications to existing computerized systems. Responsiveness 
problems are viewed as a failure of data processmg to adequately deal 
with the needs of managers and users. 
Resource problems concern lack of sufficient staff, budget, hardware, 
software, data or other resources needed to sat&y the demand for EDP 
services. These problems are a constraint on data processmg that lies 
outside the control of data processing managers. 
Support problems concern unacceptance of data processing within the 
government, whether that acceptance is based on an understandmg of 
EDP or not. Lack of support is viewed as a failure of EDP management to 
build good relatronships with government officials and staff. 
Knowledge probkms refer to managers’ and users’ lack of understanding 
about the potentials and linutations of computing (eg uncertainty about 
whether and how to use computing and how to adapt to its job impacts). 
Knowledge problems are due to failure of EDP management to onent 
and train managers and users adequately for adaptation to computing m 
their jobs. They relate to support problems in that lack of adequate 
knowlege may lead to unrealistic expectations about what the computer 
can do, and to manager and user resistance to computerization. 
Knowledge problems were measured only in the OECD cities. 
Data for thus article were derived from responses of chief executives, 
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“As used here, poky refers both to ‘artlcu- 
lated poky’ and to ‘de facto pobcy The 
former IS indicated by data processtng 
managers’ responses to quenes about what 
pollcles they follow for example, whether 
the city charges for computing, uses policy 
boards or involves user In design De facto 
policy IS Indicated by the data processing 
managers’ responses about factual con- 
ditions of the computing environment, for 
example, whether the data processing 
lnstallatlon has expenenced an increase in 
the number of CPUs, a change in develop- 
ment pnontles, or undergone a mapr 
reorganization (change in location, depart- 
ment status, consolidation, decentraliza- 
tion) 
department heads and dlvlslon heads m 40 URBIS cmes and m 16 OECD 
cities to questions about problems, constraints and satlsfactlon with 
computers and data processmg. In the URBIS cltles the responses were 
to Llkert-type, close-ended quenes in a questlonnalre, whereas m the 
OECD cities the responses were to open-ended quenes by field mvestl- 
gators. Four hundred and eighty one local officials responded to the 
URBIS survey and 134 responded to the OECD mtervlews. 
Data on management policies and computmg environment were 
derived from city data processmg managers’ responses to questlons about 
arrangements for the management of computmg and about computmg 
budgets, staff, equipment, software, operations and apphcatlons 6 The 
data on the city environment were denved from background mformatlon 
requested from each city, from case reports on each sty, and m the case 
of URBIS cities, from secondary sources such as the Clry and County 
Datubook. The data on computmg problems were collected from 
respondents m each city, whose responses were aggregated to form a ‘city 
level’ score for each problem vanable 
Indices of management policies were developed which represent the 
technological, structural, and soclotechmcal interface pohcles, the com- 
puting environment and the city environment. A correlational design was 
then used to assess the statistical relatlonshlp between the pohcy and 
environment factors and indices of computmg problems. Multlvanate 
regression techmques were then used with the URBIS data to sort out 
those factors most explanatory of different types of computmg problems. 
Taken together, these correlations and regresslons were used for analysis 
of the relationships between environment, pohcy, and problems, and for 
developmg a grounded theory about stage development of computmg 
environments. 
Table 1. Corm&es of computing probbms m h URBS cfites. 
Cffy Envfronfnenf 
Size of population 
Government operatq budget 
Compubng enwonment 
Total EDP staff 
Percent programmers-analysts 
Year EDP began cn ctty 
Df3gree of automation 
Degree of functional automatton 
Technobgrcal development 
Number of temunals 
Online cornputwg capabMy 
Degree of data linkage 
Degree of report sophisthxt~on 
Sf~cfwal arrangements 
Single wbstallatlon 
Decentraked control of pnontles 
Policy board used 
Socrotechmcal tntetfece 
CA0 mvolvernent m management of ccmputlng 
Department head ~nvoiwmant in management of amputmg 
User involvement in desgn of appllcatlons 
CA0 onentabon to canpubng 
Department head onentabon to omputmg 
Secbon head onentatton to uxnputmg 
statl lscbnlcsl 
021 034a 032a 031a 019 
014 017 033a 025 012 
020 02sa 036a 
023 016 001 
-036a -033a -016 
03oa 014 023 
027a 017 015 
a 
-025 
039a 
020 
005 
-002 
012 
000 
006 
0s 
0 16 
0 14 
04oa 
026a 
005 
006 
019 
025 
-004 
-001 
033a 
0 5ia 
:z 
0 42a 
009 
002 
-017 
015 
006 
017 
035a 
001 
020 
036a 
-014 
007 
031a 
023 
023 
021 
-004 
000 
017 
012 001 009 000 -024 
014 OsOa 017 034a 012 
036a 011 017 002 029a 
-014 OW 017 034a 012 
017 03oa 019 03la 020 
014 006 026a 017 025 
Note 
a Pearson correlations gnficant at ttw 0 05 level 
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Management policies and problems 
In analysing technological development, the technical sophtstication of 
computing is significantly associated with computing problems. Specifi- 
cally, the degree of data linkage, the number of online termmals and the 
sophisttcation of computer reports tend to be associated with all com- 
puting problems m the URBIS cities and with resources and techmcal 
problems m the OECD cities (see Tables 1 and 2). Thus, it IS not the lack 
of technical sophisttcation 111 computmg that 1s associated with computmg 
problems, but the presence of highly sophtsticated computmg. Note, 
however, that for some OECD cities the lack of technical sophistication IS 
associated with computmg problems. Specifically, batch processmg, 
independent data files and low report sophistication are significantly 
assocrated with responsiveness, staff, support and knowledge problems 
(Table 2). 
Structural arrangements for computing are stgmftcantly related to 
computing problems, though there are tmportant differences between 
the URBIS and OECD cities in the arrangements used for computmg 
One difference has to do with the use of shared versus purely local 
computmg installations. The OECD cities, many of which use shared 
computmg arrangements, tend to have parttcular difficulty with respon- 
siveness, staff and knowledge problems (Table 2) Specifically, shared 
installattons are highly correlated with msensitivity of EDP staff to 
problems they create for users, lack of user mvolvement m the design of 
systems, communication problems between EDP staff and users, mad- 
equacy of systems, inflexibihty of systems, lack of potential pressure/ 
support for computerization and lack of knowledge about how depart- 
ments staff should adapt to computenzation in their Jobs (see Table 3). 
0ty envwonment 
St20 of populat0n 
Government operatq budget 
cofnputlng efxwvnment 
Total EDP staff 
Percent programmers-analysts 
Year EDP began m My 
Degree of automatmn 
Degree of functional automatton 
Technokgnx/ dev&pment 
Number ol tennmals 
yg-yw&wQ’W 
De9tLeportsophlstKwln 
St~cturaiarrang.~ents 
Reglonal lnstallatlon 
DecentraiKed control of pnormes 
Souotechn~cal rntetface 
CA0 ~nwhwmnl m use and devekqrnent 
Depariment head tmfolvemem m use and devekpment 
CA0 ~mmhnen! WI management of oxnpuhng 
Department head ~tiernenl m ~MM@WMM ol ampuWg 
User mvohf~ in desgn of applbcabons 
CAO-tocrg 
Deparbwlthead- ~c=vJwl 
sectlonhead- to- 
001 031 -036 -0 47a -0 37 
0 16 022 -0 12 -0 37 -0 46a 
030 
-011 
023 
0 45a 
037 
025 032 
000 020 
026 024 
0 17 0 67a 
-0 13 
-0 26 
026 
-006 
003 
023 
-031 
a 
:s 
054a 
:z 
-030 
033 
033 
-0 01 
006 
-0 11 
-031 
-026 
-0 15 
011 
-0 13 
-0 11 
0 17 
-0 12 
001 
-0 10 
-043a 
-0 49a 
-022 
-8% 
023 
0 67a 069a 0 17 052a 
-006 0 19 0 10 0 24 
-0 25 
-0 63a 
-040 
-06oa 
-036 
0 12 
001 
-002 
-0 49a 
0 14 
0 47a 
-032 
-0 19 
-0 463 -0 52a -0 25 
003 -0 46a -022 
-049a -0 42a -0 10 
-022 -033 030 
-E 
-0 67a 
-0 07 
-0 44a 
0 17 
-0 10 
-0 16 
-0 56a 
-0 53a 
020 
-029 
-046a 
-0 31 
007 
0 07 
006 
-046 
-040 
-030 
009 
-023 
056a 
-0 39 
-0 15 
-0 17 
-022 
-023 
-0 12 
-0 21 
0 13 
-0 14 
-0 26 
-0 12 
Note aPearaonccrretabonsqnficantattheoo5~ 
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Shared installations experience fewer resource problems such as limited 
machine and staff capacity. 
It appears that the shared installations have adequate technical capactty 
but mrght not have the ‘nght’ capacity or might not sufficiently manage 
that capacity to deal effectively with the needs of the individual mund- 
palities and departments served by the centres. Moreover, the lack of 
knowledge about how department staff should adapt to computenzation 
m their jobs and the lack of local political pressure/support for 
computenzation might be due to the shared arrangement. On the one 
hand, municipal staff might not be able to develop knowledge about how 
to adapt successfully to computerization because the technical expertise 
to assist them resides in a remote centre. On the other hand, because 
political leaders have ‘bought into’ the shared arrangement, they might 
not exert the political pressure/support to develop local capability or to 
pressure the shared installation to be more responsive and helpful. 
Another difference in structural arrangements has to do with the use of 
EDP policy boards. In theory such boards and committees hould reduce 
computing problems because they provide an opportunity for manage- 
ment and users to participate m decision making about computmg 
services. Yet, the use of policy boards is significantly associated with high 
staff, technical and responsiveness problems in the URBIS cities (Table 
1) ’ It 1s also associated with high resource and support problems 
The sociotechnical interface 1s significantly related to computmg 
problems, particularly the client participation and training strateges. 
These presumably would reduce staff and responsiveness problems, but 
they are frequently associated with malor computing problems m the 
URBIS cities. For example, high levels of management and user involve- 
ment and management and user training are positively associated with all 
computing problems in the URBIS cities. 
The OECD cities exhibit two different patterns of relationships. On 
one hand, high levels of management involvement and management and 
user training are positively and significantly associated with resource and 
cost problems. Client participation should not result directly m resource 
and cost problems per se, but it might sunultaneously increase chent 
demand for computing and client awareness of resource hmltatlons for 
satisfying their demands. In other words, partlclpatlon may simply 
The OECD questlonnafre and case reports 
heightenmanagers’ and users’ awareness of re-murceand cost pioble& 
did not contarn data about EDP policy irrespective of the factual basis of their perceptions. Our data do not 
boards allow further testing of this idea. 
Table 3. Cemputina probbms sswcbtdwithshwdinstal~intheDECD~ 
Typsofprobkm Famed- 
Staff problems 
EDP staff not sensltwe to problems they create for uses 069a 
EDPstaffrhesnot~nwheuserssuflbWy 0 74a 
Communlcatbon probbns behveen EDP stafi and users 036 
Respomnmess ptvbiems 
Inftextbiltty ofsystems 
Infleubillty/inadequacy of nabonal systems 
Suppwtfknowiidge problems 
Lack of polibcal pfEssure/suppofl 
staff adaptation 
042a 
069a 
038 
059a 
Resourceproblems 
NO’? aPearWI Mrrdabons SlgnIfiCant at the 0 05 
LImited machine capacdy -0 45a 
Too few EDP staff -034 
level 
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In closer keeping with expectations, low levels of management and 
user involvement and management and user trainmg are associated with 
greater responsiveness, staff, support and knowledge problems. Cities 
that are smaller, less experienced, less automated and share computing 
exhibit such problems. It is likely that greater client participation and 
training reduce the incidence of problems with EDP staff, responsive- 
ness, support and knowledge in cities with shared computing, as well as 
cities that are small and inexperienced with the technology. 
The computing environment has different impacts m the URBIS and 
OECD cities, but in both it tends to be an important factor m generatmg 
problems. In the URBIS cities a high commitment of the government o 
data processing (large staffs, computing capacity and budgets), early 
adoption of computing by the government, and a high degree of computer 
automation (both in terms of total number of applications and the number 
of departments served by computing) tend to be associated with greater 
staff, techmcal, responsiveness and resource problems. 
For some OECD cities, a high level of commitment o data processing 
and a high degree of computer automation are related to greater esource, 
technical and cost problems. The year computmg was adopted has no 
relationship to computmg problems in these cities. In contrast, for other 
OECD cities, a low commitment o data processing and a low degree of 
computer automation are associated with responsiveness, taff, support 
and knowledge problems. The length of time that a computing installa- 
tion has been in operation appears to be an important factor in problem 
generation, but varies in its effect. Early adoption is related to staff and 
support problems whereas later adoption is related to responsiveness and 
knowledge problems. 
Uncontrollable features of the city environment, such as cny size and 
wealth, are also related to computing problems. Size is particularly 
important but it operates differently in the URBIS and the OECD cities. 
In the URBIS cities, larger cities tend to have more computing problems 
whereas smaller cities tend to have fewer problems. Technical, respon- 
siveness and resource problems are all significantly related to the larger 
cities. In the OECD cities, size tends to discriminate between the kinds of 
problems experienced by a city. Larger cities tend to have resource and 
technical problems whereas smaller cities tend to have responsiveness, 
staff and support problems. 
Patterns of computing problems 
At the most general level, the analysis indicates that different problems 
tend to be associated with different kinds of cities, and the patterns are 
different from URBIS and OECD cities. In the URBIS cities, all prob- 
lems tend to be associated with cities that are larger, that have computing 
environments characterized by early adoption of computmg, large EDP 
capacity and high levels of automation; management policies emphasize 
high technical sophistication, local computing arrangements with a policy 
board for coordination, high client participation and high management 
and user training. Support problems are the most weakly associated with 
these characteristics and also tend to be the least frequent category of 
problems in the UREIIS cities (Table 1). 
In contrast, URBIS cities with few problems tend to be smaller, have 
computing environments characterized by recent adoption, moderate 
EDP capacity and moderate levels of automation; management policies 
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emphasize low sophrstication, local computmg arrangements, no pohcy 
board, low client parttcipation and low management and user training 
These cities probably have few computmg problems because the tech- 
nology’s use within the government is hmited as yet to only a few depart- 
ments, which can be adequately served by current computmg capacity, 
and because relations between EDP and these departments are simple 
and direct. It is also likely that department users’ expectations about 
computing are relatively modest and that their experience with 
computing m the past has been positive or at least not critically 
disruptive 
In the OECD cities, the problems tend to split along two categories of 
cities (Table 2). Resource and technical problems tend to be associated 
with cities that are larger, that have computmg environments character- 
ized by earlier adoption of computmg and larger staffs, and that have 
management policies emphasizing high automation and sophistication, 
locally developed and locally controlled computmg, high management 
mvolvement but low user mvolvement and high management and user 
training. In short, these cities appear to have a high current demand for 
computing (as evidenced by high automation) but limited resources for 
satisfying that demand and, probably as a result, many technical problems 
m day-today service provision It is also possible that their client-oriented 
management policies account for their lack of problems with responsive- 
ness, staff, support or knowledge. 
In contrast, responsiveness, staff, support and knowledge problems 
tend to be associated with OECD cities that are smaller, that have 
computing environments which adopted either early or late, but which 
also have small EDP staffs, and that have management policies empha- 
sizing low sophistication, shared computmg arrangements and less local 
control over computing, and low chent participation (low management 
and user involvement and training) The problems of these cities are 
directly associated with their shared computing arrangements, probably 
because shared mstallations greatly mcrease the number and complexity 
of relationships among all the demands and actors party to the arrange- 
ment. Shared installations are also physically remote from many of the 
departments they serve which probably creates specific difficulties in 
responsiveness and commumcation and undoubtedly increases the ‘social 
distance’ which users feel with respect to data processmg. Staff problems 
are likely to be high because the EDP staff is somewhat mdependent, 
msulated from local managers and users, and msensmve to the impacts 
their decisions have upon the departments they serve Fmally, many 
shared mstallations serve to implement large nationwide or statewide 
‘standard’ applications among cities and do less development of ‘tailored’ 
applications. The standard applications are not likely to serve all cities 
equally well, and are likely to be oriented more towards serving national 
and regional needs than local needs. Standard apphcations are also more 
difficult for local governments to change m the short run, if they can 
change them at all 
The fact that among the large URBIS cities and the larger, locally 
controlled OECD cittes management pohcies are positively related to the 
presence of all categories of computmg problems is puzzhng More 
detailed exammation to determine whether computing problems simply 
are endemic, whether management pohcies cause problems, or whether 
problems cause management policies is called for. The formal analysts 
presented below was hmited to URBIS cities because the UREHS data- 
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base supports more detailed analysts; where appropriate, the experience 
of the OECD cities is also introduced. 
The data above indicate that management policies that are expected to 
reduce computing problems are highly assocrated wrth problems. High 
technical sophistication 1s significantly associated with computmg prob- 
lems despite the assumption that these cities have greater experience with 
the technology and greater techmcal capacity for problem-free 
implementation. Structural arrangements, particularly the use of policy 
boards and interdepartmental committees, are also positively associated 
with computmg problems, even though these are a means for aumg 
difficulties, developing pnonttes for dealing with them, and improving 
both coordination and communication between EDP staff and the 
operating departments. The socrotechmcal interface, especially exten- 
sive user mvolvement and intensive user trammg, are both positively and 
significantly associated with problems, again, contrary to the 
belief that client partictpation in decision making about computing would 
reduce problems by helping data processing services to provide greater 
attention to user needs. 
Since these data are only cross-sectional, one must ask m which 
direction the causal relationship lies. Do management policies cause 
computmg problems? It is possible that the policies might contribute to 
computmg problems, or exacerbate them, but it seems unlikely that they 
generate the problems m the first instance. Rather, the management 
policies found m the larger URBIS and OECD cities are probably a 
response to computmg problems in an effort to ameliorate them. 
Unfortunately, this mterpretation seems at odds with the findings. One 
would expect to find that the policies had ameliorated the problem, but 
we find problems and policies together. This raises the possibility that 
policies are mstttuted to reduce problems, but that on the whole they do 
not. If this IS true, then either the policies are ineffectual at reducing 
problems, or problems anse to meet the threat of policies 
Foundations of a stage theory 
It has been noted that outward signs of computing departments’ behav- 
iour are identifiable according to the time the department has been m 
operation.’ The data presented above also indicated a relationship 
between the presence of problems and the length of time an orgamzation 
has been using computmg. It seems too simplistic to attribute presence or 
absence of problems to length of time which computing has been a part of 
an orgamzation’s activity, but the strength of the finding coupled with the 
interactions of other policy vanables indicates that tune may be a major 
factor m the presence of problems as an enabling agent; ie it takes a 
certain amount of time to get to any given level of growth. 
When all of the findings are considered, it seems likely that manage- 
ment policy being related to problems both in the ‘nght’ (theoretically 
expected) and ‘wrong’ (unexpected) directions is due to differences m the 
cities’ ‘stages’ of EDP growth and development. Each stage has associ- 
ated with it certain charactenstics of the computing environment, 
computing problems and management policy (see Table 4). 
Stage I, which we call introduction and conquest, is partly illustrated by 
‘G&on and Ndanl Op “f~ Ref 4l R. Ndan* 
‘ManagIng the computer resource astage 
the OECD cities with shared computing arrangements, but also applies to 
hypothesis’, Commwwcattons of the ACM, cities with service bureaus of their own initial computmg installation. 
Vol16, No 7, July 1973, pi 399-405 Stage I cities are recent adopters with little or no computing capacity and 
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staff expertise (although they might have remote access to such resources 
through a shared computing installation or service bureau). These cities 
have a few computer applications operational, usually m batch mode, and 
these apphcations serve only a few city departments. Application growth 
is slow because of start-up costs and because local knowledge about the 
technology is limited and/or concentrated. Consequently the demand for 
computing is low and it is centred around the perceived needs of the 
resource controllers, usually for finance and admmistration apphcations. 
As might be expected, these cities have problems generating support 
for the technology, partly because of the lack of users’ and managers’ 
knowledge about its potential application. In cities served by service 
bureaus or a shared facility, the lack of support might also be due to the 
failure of the centre to adequately tailor apphcations to local users’ needs 
because the economies of centre operation (and perhaps the ‘charter’ of 
the organization) dictate that standard rather than custom applications be 
developed. 
Stage I cities also have staff problems because EDP staff have not yet 
learned how to communicate with users, do not conduct user orientation 
and training, and in the case of service bureaus and shared facilities, may 
be physically remote from the users. Responsiveness problems might 
result from EDP staff who are inexperienced in the various functional 
areas, or who feel compelled to develop standard rather than tailored 
applications, either one of which reduces their abihty to respond to 
special requests and modifications from users after the systems are built. 
Stage II, which we call experimentation and expansion, is illustrated by 
the small and moderate-size UREHS cities. Stage II cities are ‘middlmg’ 
adopters with moderate local computing capacity and staff expertise 
I 
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and 
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lntroductKnl 
and 
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I- 
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sued URBIS cWs 
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They have recently upgraded capacity and have slack computing resources 
relative to current demand; consequently, they are engaged in extensive 
applications development in many departments. These cities also tend to 
have moved the computing installation out of finance into an independent 
computer department intended to serve all departments and agencies of 
the government. 
Few problems with computing exist in the Stage II cities. Earlier 
problems have been worked out, so experienced users are relatively 
satisfied with computing. New users are enthusiastic, even promotional, 
about the computer’s potential as they anticipate the new applications 
commg into existence. While slack computing resources might not be 
large, they are still sufficient to handle some increase in demand. 
Management policies for some user mvolvement and for some orientation 
and traming are mstituted or continued. Control of computing decisions 
is m the hands of the chief executive, but no policy board is instituted to 
give departments a say in development. The technology is expanded and 
upgraded moderately m sophistication. 
Stage III, which we call competition and regulation, is illustrated by the 
larger URBIS and OECD cities. Stage III cities are early adopters which 
now possess large, sophisticated computmg capacity and technical exper- 
tise m a single central computing installation, perhaps with a few smaller 
satellite installations. However, these cities also have many sophisticated 
applications serving many departments and, consequently, both 
computer and staff capacity are likely to be overloaded. The large number 
of existing applications places heavy demands on the EDP staff for 
maintenance and modification, so few resources are available for 
additional new development. Competition among departments for the 
available maintenance and development of resources is likely to be 
intense and the data processing operation is likely to be caught m the 
middle. 
Many kinds of problems with computmg arise m this environment of 
limited resources and competition. Communication problems develop 
between EDP staff and users. Given the complexity of the EDP operation 
and the tension among departments, EDP staff might even try to insulate 
themselves from user demands and problems. Consequently, EDP staff 
do not respond well to user requests for special information, for appli- 
cation modification or for new applications development. Technical 
problems develop as the EDP staff try to make equipment and procedural 
adjustments aimed at more efficient operations. 
As a means of dealing with these problems, the Stage III cities form a 
pohcy board or interdepartmental committee for resolving conflicts m 
priority among the departments and for focusing attention on problems 
between EDP and staff users. These cities begin to involve managers and 
users more in decision making about computing arrangements, in the 
design of new applications and in orientation and training courses for 
computer use. They also decentralize analysts and programmers in an 
effort to improve responsiveness and staff relations. And they might try 
several technological fixes, such as multiprogramming or upgrading the 
CPU, for dealing with their shortfall in capacity. 
Dynamics of the stages 
This interpretation produces an empirically-based ‘stage theory’ of EDP 
growth and development. While the stage notion is not origmal to this 
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study, the emplncal basis for this specific theory 1s onginal and results m 
better specification of the basic stage theory.’ 
The ‘stage’ of a particular city is determined by characteristics of its 
computing environment, such as how long it has been using computmg, 
level of computing resources (budget, equipment, staff), degree of auto- 
mation, and degree of change and growth. Different computing problems 
are associated with different computmg environments and, therefore, 
with different stages of growth. Management policies are introduced mto 
this ‘computing environment-problems mix’ m an effort to change the 
computmg environment and ameliorate the problems. Thus, each stage 
of growth also tends to be characterized by certain management policies 
which are more or less appropnate for the environment-problems mix at 
that stage If inappropriate management policies are introduced at any 
stage, one would expect these policies to exacerbate current problems 
and create new problems. At mmlmum the mlsapphcatlon of 
management policy represents a misuse of resources and creates 
opportunity costs for the computmg mstallatlon and the govenment. 
The stages of EDP growth also might be associated with different 
characteristics of the city environment, but more as a matter of hlstoncal 
accident than as a deterministic result. The ‘stage’ notion lmphes that 
each stage IS a discrete step, that the stages proceed m sequential fashion, 
and that all cities pass through all steps at one time or another, although 
the passage might be longer or shorter for some cities than for others. In 
fact, however, the earliest computers were expensive and hmlted m 
capability such that their initial use was feasible only m the largest cities 
These cities also tend to be at more advanced stages of EDP growth 
today. However, a more advanced stage of EDP growth 1s not necessanly 
associated with size; small and medium-sized cities can also be at the 
advanced stages. 
Policy and problem mixes 
Some support for the argument that different ‘policy-problem mixes’ 
exist can be gleaned from the results of regression analysis of the URBIS 
cities’ problems. The URBIS data are nch m detail, so several new 
management policy and computing environment vanables have been 
included in the subsequent analyses m an effort to obtain better speclfl- 
cation of the factors related to problems. The total set of vanables 
included is shown in Table 5 The regression results for each group of 
problems are discussed next. 
First, EDP staff-user interface problems tend to be associated with a 
computing environment where structural arrangements are being unple- 
mented (Table 6). Involvement of an interdepartmental board m 
decisions about applications development and pnonty accounts for 23% 
of the variance among the cities, and reorgamzatlon of EDP (change m 
location, department status or centrahzatlon/decentrahzatlon) accounts 
for an addition 9% of the vanatlon. Moreover, staff problems also tend to 
be associated with places that have Implemented training for managers in 
the operating departments - another strategy for lmprovmg EDP staff- 
Vhe stage notlon was poslted earlier by user relations. The fact that staff problems are also associated with places 
Nolan, op c/t, Ref 8 Sea also Gbson and that have had computing for some time and that have sophlstlcated 
Nolan, op cd, Ref 4, and R L Nolan, 
‘ControLng the costs of data’, Harvard 
computing indicates that these policies probably have been nnplemented 
Busrness Revrew, MartWApnl 1979. pp as a response to staff problems. That is, staff problems are more likely to 
115126 arise in places that adopted computmg early and have sophlstlcated 
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0ty enwmnment 
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computmg because these places simply have more extensive and complex 
relatlonshlps with the operatmg departments m the government. 
Managing this environment of extensive complexity therefore requires 
the adoption of structural and training policies. 
Second, technical problems are more likely to be present m a policy 
environment where a technological fix is being effected (Table 7). The 
dominant pohcy associated with technical problems IS a recent increase in 
the number of CPU’s in the computmg installation, accounting for 24% 
18ble6.RqreeWnr~uksf~EDf’etWueerbWfece pmb@nehtheln?elScnies. 
DepMWntVUUWEDPeWf-UeUbBMeCeplOWefW 
vafiebh ziziz!E z z 
lnterdepartmenta board W 
inappkatcnsdevekpment 046 030 23% 
Deg~ofreport=wt 040 039 15% 
Degmeofstructuralchangeln 
pasttwoyearr 0 16 046 9% 
Year lnstaliatton first be9an -034 -030 9% 
Trawwg of depwnem nwagets 045 030 6% 
b&e R=O78,Totalvananceexplauwd=62% 
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Table7.FkqwsbnresultshxtschnicllfpnWsmsInthsUFiMSdtiss. 
w varwk tsdlnicsl probkmr 
!zzFnt zzzz z 
Increase In number of CPUs 049 063 24% 
Degree of report aophksbcatton 0 19 048 13% 
Programmers employed by EDP but 
located In user depamnents -0 27 -044 15% 
Percent of govemment budget 
allocated to EDP 028 035 11% 
Presence of a poky board 036 031 9% 
Note R = 0 65, Total vanance explawd = 72% 
of the between-city variatron. The degree of report sophrstrcatron, an 
mdicatron of the general level of sophrstrcatron m the computmg 
environment, explains an addmonal 13% of the variation. Interestingly, 
decentrahzation of analysts and programmers IS negatrvely associated 
with technical problems. That IS, crties that have decentrahzed their EDP 
staffs have fewer technical problems. Furthermore, crtres with technical 
problems have large budgets (a size mdrcator) and use EDP policy 
boards. 
These findings indicate that cities having technical problems are larger 
and more sophisticated; they probably also have more automation. They 
use policy boards for dealing wrth computing issues but do not use a 
strategy which appears effective in reducing problems - decentralizmg 
EDP staff. They probably have upgraded then CPU’s to handle the high 
demand for services present m large cities, m the process, they might also 
have contnbuted to technical problems while the upgrading was being 
effected. Consequently, the technologrcal frx might be both a response to 
demands of a complex computmg environment and, m the process, a 
generator of new technical problems. 
Thud, responsiveness problems tend to occur m computmg environ- 
ments which are essentrally conservative. Although none of the factors 
explain much of the vanation, responsiveness problems are associated 
with large EDP staff, a recent upgrade m CPU, no change m equipment 
vendor and no use of multiprogrammmg, but some user involvement in 
EDP decision making (Table 8). 
These computing installatrons can be characterized as conservative 
because while they have large staffs and large computer capacity, they do 
not use multiprogramming which could increase their ability to respond 
to special requests for mformatron, or modrficatrons to existing appli- 
cations. Moreover, while they mvolve users m decision making about 
overall EDP arrangements, there 1s no indication that they work closely 
wtth users on a day-to-day basis where more responsrveness problems 
occur. 
Total staff In EDP ~natailatlon 
User mvolvement in computer 
centre pollcles 
fJuNxwmmmg CapaaW 
A change m sue of CPU, slgmficant 
upgrading in last 2 years 
Note R = 0 65. Total vanance explawd = 42% 
Change In vendors In last 2 years 
w-v-s 
ElTizzl s VdWW 0we-d 
036 062 13% 
030 040 8% 
-001 -055 7% 
011 035 9% 
-0 14 -0 24 5% 
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Fourth, resource problems tend to occur in computing envuonments 
with a capacity overload. The dominant factor associated with resource 
problems 1s the number of hours per week that the computer operates; 
around-the-clock operatron is associated with resource problems and 
explains 31% of the variation between cities (Table 9). Other factors 
which indicate capacity overload are the use of multrprogramming capa- 
bility, the juggling of development pnonties and a small proportton of 
analysts and programmers in the EDP installation These three factors 
are positively associated with resource problems and explain an additional 
27% of the between-city variatron. Resource problems also tend to occur 
m sophisticated computmg environments. 
Sorting out pohcy from envuonmental factors, these findings suggest 
that resource problems occur in computing environments characterized 
by sophisticated applications and by few EDP staff for the development 
of new applications or for maintenance of old ones. To maxmuze the 
efficiency of computer and staff resources, these mstallations operate 
around the clock, use multiprogramming techniques and juggle develop- 
ment priorities for new systems. 
Conclusion 
Problems with computing appear to be endemic to the technology’s use m 
cities. Although the kinds and intensity of problems expenenced by cities 
vary, all cities have some problem with computmg. The specrfic kinds of 
problems that a city experiences eem to be related to the city’s stage of 
EDP growth. Each stage is characterized by distmctive charactenstrcs of 
its computing environment, computing problems and management 
policies. Different computing environments generate different kinds of 
computing problems and different kinds of management policies for 
dealing with these problems. 
The presence of certain management policies m the cities could be 
expected to be associated with low computing problems, yet the analyses 
presented here show the opposite. Management policies that are expected 
to reduce computing probems are frequently highly associated with the 
presence of problems in the city. However, this does not necessanly mean 
that management policies cause computing problems Both the stage 
theory of EDP growth and the regression analyses presented above 
suggest that certain policies are a response to problems rather than a 
cause. Moreover, the existence of certam logical ‘policy-problem mtxes’ 
m the cities suggest hat specific policies are being effected m an effort to 
ameliorate the problems. 
TdlO9.RtJg-nr;utISforrWOUrUl pmblsmslntheUFmlscMes. 
Dspmdmt-resmwwpmbbms 
variable zitzzzl z 
Hoursperweekoneormore 
computersopemtmnal 055a 030 31% 
Deg~ofrn=JPh~ 042 050 13% 
“SW=?- 031 045 8% 
percentage progremners/enahlats 
m wt3tallatron 000 -059 7% 
MUbProgrcimming +ity 020 052 12% 
Note: R = 0.84, Total vanance exPlaIned = 71% 
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Details on surveys and 
variables 
The 56 cltles surveyed m the URBIS 
and OECD studies are listed in Table 
Al. The OECD survey consisted of 
interviews with a variety of local 
government offlclals m different local 
government positions Vanables were 
selected from the responses to 
questions located m the different mter- 
views The methodology utlhzed 
provided data at the mdlvldual level 
and the city level. All analysis was done 
at the city level To obtain city-level 
scores the responses from the depart- 
ment head and section head were 
aggregated The set of city-level EDP 
Problems Indices were obtained from 
hand coding each city based on the 
responses of the CAO, department 
heads and section heads to the open- 
ended question ‘What constraints do 
you have upon fuller exploltatlon of the 
computer’s potential for your depart- 
ment?’ This method was necessitated 
because so few responses were elicited 
wlthm each level of the government 
hierarchy Also, given that each 
respondent m the local government 
levels would be mvolved m computmg 
differently, It was expected that by 
combmmg all with responses, asslgnmg 
equal weights to each response and 
summatmg the responses wlthm each 
category, a ‘representative sampling’ of 
EDP problems wlthm the city would 
result By the summation of the number 
of times a particular problem-category 
occurred, some dlfferentlatlon (al- 
though crude) of the extent of each 
problem category wlthm the city would 
also be provided Below are listed the 
mdlces of EDP problems encountered 
by users that were developed 
The Staff Problems Index measures the 
extent to which the city 1s expenencmg 
Note a These CIMS were also surveyed, although 
not ongmally selected as part of the4O-crty URBIS 
Phase II population The data from these CR= 
were included in the analysis, while data fran two 
other cdes In the kst (Qurncy. MA and New 
Rochelle. NY) were excluded from analysts 
because they did not have a level of computer use 
sufficient for some studies 
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problems m the interface between the 
computmg staff and user staff, focusing 
pnmanly on madequacles of the com- 
puting staff to deal with the needs of 
users 
The Technrcal Problems Index 
measures the extent to which the city 1s 
expenencmg technical rehablhty 
difficulties of the hardware and soft- 
ware systems m day-to-day operations 
The Responsiveness Problems Index 
measures the extent to which the city 1s 
expenencmg dlfftcultles ansmg from 
mflexlblhty of the computmg resource 
of the city to accommodate needs and 
changes of the user environment. 
The Resource Problems Index measures 
the extent to which there are problems 
of storages of sufficient monetary, 
staff, hardware, data or other comput- 
mg resources within the city 
The Suppon Problems Index meaures 
the extent 3 which there IS an unwd- 
mgness wnnm the city orgamzatlon to 
accept and support computmg activity 
The Knowledge Problems Index 
measures the extent to which there 1s a 
lack of user understanding as to what 
the ablhtles and constraints of comput- 
ing and computing staff are m the city 
The URBIS ProIect consisted of two 
phases of data collection and multiple 
levels of respondents. In the first phase 
of the prolect, a census was camed out 
of all cities with 50 Ooo or more popu- 
lation and all counties with 100000 or 
more population The second phase of 
the URBIS prolect consisted of a stratl- 
fied random sample of 40 cities m which 
different functional tasks of the city 
were investigated VLG-vrs the use of 
automated processmg. In addltlon, all 
installations were surveyed agam with a 
similar but not identical questlonnalre 
to the first phase Fmally, a mad-back 
questionnaire (user core) was dlstnb- 
uted to purposively selected respon- 
dents within the departments of the city 
(mcludmg departments which did not 
use or seldom used automated proces- 
sing) 
Both Phase I and Phase II of the 
project produced data at the mdlvldual 
level, the city level and the mstallatlon 
level In analysmg the URBIS data with 
the OECD data, one constant level of 
analysis was selected - the city level 
This involved making certam declsrons 
Table Al. Cftfsr surveyed in the UREIS and OECD studies 
lJRl3l.s crth3.s 
Albany, NY 
Atlanta, GA 
Balbmore. MD 
Brockton, MA 
Burbank, CA 
Chesapeake, VA 
Cleveland, OH 
Costa Mesa, CA 
Evansville. IN 
Flonssant. MO 
Forf Lauderdale, FL 
Grand Rapids, Ml 
Hampton, VA 
Lancaster, PA 
Las Vegas, NV 
Lincoln. NB 
LMle Rock, AR 
Long Beach, CA 
Loulsvllle, KY 
Miamt Beach, FL 
Kansas Ctty, MO 
OECD crtres 
Vienna, Austna 
Vareloese, Denmark 
Aarhus. Denmark 
Helsinki. Finland 
Gagny, France 
Montpellter, France 
Toulouse, France 
Backnang. FR Germany 
Mtlwaukee. WI 
Montgomery, AL 
New Orleans, LA 
New Rochelle, NY 
Newton, MA 
Oshkosh, WI 
Paterson, NJ 
Phtladelphia. PA 
Portsmouth, VA 
Quincy. MA 
RNet’Slde. CA 
Sacramento, CAa 
San Francisco. CA 
Jan Jo&. CAa 
st LouIS. MO 
Seattle, WA 
Spokane, WA 
Stockton. CA 
Tampa, FL 
Tulsa, OK 
Warren, Ml 
Dutsburg. FR Gennany 
Nurt~rgen, FR Germany 
Jonkoplng. Sweden 
Leeds, UK 
Torbay. UK 
Calgary, Canada 
Maebashi. Japan 
Nishincmlya. Japan 
concemmg the aggregation methods 
used for the URBIS data The prob- 
lems Indices were constructed based on 
the factor analysis of responses shown 
m Table A2 
Staff Problems Index Three items were 
used for the index: ‘Data processmg 
staff are more interested m working on 
new computer uses rather than making 
improvements in ones we now use’; 
‘Data processmg staff are more 
mtngued with what the computer can 
do than with solving the problems of 
my department’; and, ‘Data processing 
staff confuse our conversations with 
their technical language’ 
EDP Technical Problems Index Two 
of the items m this index were taken 
from a list of problems presented to the 
respondent with the followmg mstruc- 
tions: ‘Below are listed problems 
somettmes associated with data proces- 
smg m local government. Indicate for 
each whether this has been a problem 
m your department, agency or office 
within the last year’. The technology- 
related problems were: ‘Foul-ups m 
day-to-day computer operations’, and 
‘Frequency techmcal and organiza- 
tional changes m data processmg 
service’. The third question used for 
this mdex was: ‘Please rate the quality 
of the data processing services 
provided to your department, agency, 
or office’. 
EDP Responsweness Problems Index. 
Three of the items were * ‘:en from a 
list of problems presented to the 
respondent with the followmg mstruc- 
tions: ‘Below are listed problems some- 
times associated with data processmg m 
local government. Indicate for each 
whether thts has been a problem m 
your department, agency or office 
within the last year’. The three respon- 
siveness related problems were. ‘Slow 
response of data processmg to requests 
for information’, and ‘Computer-based 
data not available for the analysis of 
specific questions or problems’, and, 
‘Difficulty m getting priority m usmg 
Compunng pohes and problems 
the computer’ 
EDP Resource Problems Index Two 
items were taken from a list of prob- 
lems presented to the respondem with 
the followmg mstructions ‘Below are 
listed problems sometimes associated 
with data processing m local govem- 
ment. Indicate for each whether this 
has been a problem m your department, 
agency, or office within the last year’ 
The resource-related problems were 
‘High cost of computer use’, and, 
‘Difficulties m accessmg computer- 
based data gathered or held by other 
departments and agencies’. Agam. the 
factor analysis in Table A2 provided 
selection guidance 
EDP Support Problems Index Support 
for computing was measured by two 
user core questions: ‘In general, com- 
puters and data processing have failed 
to live up to my expectattons’, and, 
‘Within the next five years, computers 
will greatly unprove the operations of 
this government’ 
Tabb A2. Factor locldings for dtmenabn s of camputino pmbbms in the UFtBtS cttba. 
Data procaswng staff are more Interested In working on new 
computarusearatharthanmaklnglmprovements l ~we~use 094a 
Dataprocesslngstaffaremorelntnguedwrthwhatthecompltercan 
lXldOthWlWlfhSOhUngttWproMemsOffllydepartment 06la 
Data procas~ng staff co&se our conwrsa&w wrth thew 
techncal language 059a 
Frequent techncal and organubonal changes In data 
Pro==Jng=vx= 001 
Foul-ups in day-today computer oparabons 0 24 
Qualltyofdatapmcesstngservwspmwded 026 
Difliutlbes in accessing camp&r-based data gathered or held 
by other &parirnenWagencies 020 
Hlghcostofaxnputeruse -003 
sbwmaponaeofdataprocessl ng to requests for ~nfofmat~~~ 006 
DdiaAly in getting prtonty in using the computer 0 14 
Computer bawd data nol available for the analysis of speafic 
quastKms or probkrlls 026 
In general, ccmputers and data procass~ng hawg kulscl to 
to live up to my expectabons 021 
Wtthin the next five years, comput9rs mll not graatty 
tmprwetha opeMonsofthtsgovernment -0 07 
Vanance explaswd (%) 33 
026 
-004 
021 
Oe2a 
076a 
043a 
-006 
024 
0 11 
030 
0 13 
-0 01 
-0 01 
14 
006 002 
000 0 19 
027 024 
0 17 006 
004 032 
-006 036 
0928 032 
054a 0 10 
020 039 
004 0 67a 
029 05P 
-0 13 033 
-009 -0 21 
11 10 
-0 19 
0 14 
0 15 
-004 
005 
-0 01 
005 
-0 16 
-003 
-0 10 
023 
071a 
056a 
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